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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the findings as discussed and described in the previous chapters, 

the writer would like to conclude some conclusions. The conclusion is based on 

the problem statement, objective, and the data analysis. There are several 

conjugations of subject–verb agreement and the time markers of Solor dialect 

(SD) of Lamaholot Language (LL) spoken in Kalike village. 

5.1.1 The Forms of the Conjugation of Subject–Verb Agreement of 
Lamaholot Language of Solor dialect Spoken in Kalike Village 

 
After analyzing the data taken from the verbs eat, go, and sell in sentence 

of SD of LL spoken in Kalike village, it can be concluded that there is conjugation 

of subject–verb agreement of SD of LL spoken in Kalike village. There are two 

kinds of conjugation of subject-verb agreement of SD of LL spoken in Kalike 

village.  

1. The conjugation of subject-verb agreement occurs in different form and 

sound of verbs of all kinds of personal pronouns as the subject in the 

sentence. The example of this conjugation of subject-verb agreement is 

shown in verb eat representing other verb in SD of LL spoken in Kalike 

village.  

2. The conjugation of subject-verb agreement occurs in the same form and 

sound of verbs of all kinds of personal pronouns as the subject in the 

sentence. The example of this conjugation of subject-verb agreement is 
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shown in Verb sell representing other verbs in SD of LL spoken in Kalike 

village. 

1.1.2 The Time Markers Existing in LL of Solor dialect spoken in Kalike 
village. 
 

There are some time markers used in SD of LL spoken in Kalike village. 

Those time markers include mete-uli/mor ‘still’, mete ‘while’, and kae ‘already.’ 

The time markers are shown in certain lexicons with their own lexical meanings. 

The syntactic positions of those time markers are various. They are placed after 

the subject and after the goal. 

 

5.2 Sugesstion 

In line with the significance of the study and the result of the data analysis 

a number of suggestions would be offered to the following sides: 

1. The experts of linguistics and other related subjects should do continued 

study or similar study to confirm and extend the linguistic evidence in forms 

of conjugation of subject–verb agreement of Lamaholot Language spoken in 

other parts of region.  

2. Other researchers are suggested to do the study on other types of Solor 

Dialect of Lamaholot Language of the Conjugation of subject-verb 

agreement in aspect, mood, diathesis, negative sentence and question 

sentence. 

3. Other researchers are suggested to do the study on other types of Solor 

Dialect of Lamaholot Language in other parts of linguistic such as: 

Phonology, Semantic, Syntax, etc.  
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4. The speakers of Solor Dialect of Lamaholot Language are suggested to 

attempt and to feel proud having and speaking the language in proper 

situation, living side by side with the national language Bahasa Indonesia 

and foreign languages such as English and any other foreign language.  
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